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Message of MD

We have added one more year of commodity marketplace operation in the 
history of Nepal.  For self evaluation and enhancement of our working 

pattern, we need to assess what we had prescribed to the market and what is the 
reaction from the market. 

We are in a continual process of self enhancement that ensures quality service 
and trust amongst the market participants and we always aspire to serve our market 
participants with such quality and service in the years to come. Looking at the 
socio-economic pattern of the society, we believe that remaining stagnant nature 
of the current scenario will not serve the need of the market participants, that’s 
why we believe in dynamism. Our dynamism shall boost the market participants’ 
morale as well as maintain our standard in the investment sector of Nepal. 

Commodity exchange is not only a company, but it’s an advance mechanism 
to address the market needs. The focal point would be production sector and 
merchandiser. Both sectors are more competitive and dynamic, and both are facing 
equal risk due to uncertainty of future price movement of their stock holding or 
production. While keeping a bird eye view on this perspective we have to admit 
that a commodity market is about open economy, market culture and market 
competitiveness. 

Being a private sector entity we are doing our level best for these part of 
market components, but we do have our own limits, as Nepal lacks the regulatory 
arrangements and warehouse related infrastructure. This ground reality is the one 
which is hindering the smooth growth of overall commodity market in Nepal. 

The Regulation has been awaited since more than two years and warehouse 
operation is keenly awaited since a long time. But both the aspects are not 
prioritized so far by the authorities. We would once again like to urge the same 
authorities to carry forward the work of regulation as the regulation will help to 
develop this market and will also help to preserve the market from the ill-intentions 
of market operators.
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